STABIL®
a division of Implus Footcare, LLC
MINIMUM ADVERTISED PRICE POLICY
Effective immediately, STABIL®, a division of Implus Footcare, LLC, has unilaterally established this policy
setting the Minimum Advertised Price (“MAP Policy”) of selected STABIL products, which shall apply to
resellers that sell STABIL products in the United States, and all forms of reseller advertising including
mailings, catalogs, displays at consumer exhibitions and shows, and any and all other forms of advertising
media, including, without limitation, the Internet and any other electronic network (collectively,
“Resellers”).
An important part of growing a high‐quality brand is maintaining price points that reflect our products’ true
value. Therefore, we have implemented a MAP Policy that is designed to: 1) prevent the erosion of our
products’ perceived value, and 2) maintain sufficient profit margins so our retailers can provide customers
the shopping experience and service they expect.
Advertising and promotional activities play a critical role in establishing the image and reputation of the
STABIL brand. We believe that the company’s customers rely on advertising to establish their understanding
of our products. STABIL’s MAP Policy is designed to ensure that all product advertising focuses on features,
benefits, guarantees and quality. This advertising is essential to ensure the correct value of the products is
perceived in the minds of consumers.
STABIL believes that its MAP Policy will help in establishing the long‐term value of the STABIL brand in
consumers’ minds and thus make it a more profitable line for our Resellers.
Resellers who violate this MAP Policy will be subject to loss of their eligibility to purchase products covered
by the MAP Policy.
1. The STABIL MAP Policy shall apply to the products listed on Exhibit A, and may be adjusted from time
to time by STABIL in its sole discretion.
2. The STABIL MAP Policy applies equally to STABIL direct Resellers as well as those who purchase
product through any distributor of STABIL products.
3. Resellers who provide STABIL products to persons or entities who resell the products, are responsible
for ensuring that those persons and entities’ pricing complies with the MAP Policy. Resellers who
continue to provide products to persons or entities which are known to disregard the MAP Policy will
be considered in violation of this Policy and may be canceled immediately.
4. STABIL Resellers operating within the United States may not sell or offer to sell our product outside
of the United States through internet, physical based sales, or equivalents thereof.
5. This Map Policy applies to all forms of advertisements in any and all media, including, but not limited
to Internet sites, social media sites, apps, or any other electronic media as well as print
advertisements, posters, coupons, mailers, inserts, newspapers, magazines, catalogs, television,
radio, and public signage.
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6. Website features such as “click for price”, automated “bounce‐back” pricing emails, pre‐formatted
email responses, forms, and automatic price display for any items prior to being placed in a
customer’s shopping cart, and other similar features are considered to be communications initiated
by the dealer (rather than by the customer) and thereby constitute “advertising” under this MAP
Policy.
7. The STABIL MAP Policy does not apply to the purchase pages or any “check‐out page” of any Reseller’s
website or related internet site (i.e., the page on which the consumer actually completes the
purchase of the product).
8. The MAP Policy applies only to advertised prices and does not apply to the price at which the
products are actually sold or offered for sale to an individual consumer. Further, this MAP Policy
does not preclude STABIL Resellers from advertising the availability of non‐product specific coupons
for lower sales prices at checkout. STABIL Resellers remain free to sell the products covered by
STABIL’s MAP Policy at any prices they choose.
9. The MAP Policy does not in any way limit the ability of any Reseller to advertise that “they have the
lowest prices” or, they “will meet or beat any competitor’s price,” that consumers should “call for a
price” or similar phrases as long as the price advertised or listed for the products is not less than
the MAP Policy price established by STABIL for such products.
10. The MAP Policy does not establish maximum advertised prices at which products may be sold.
All Resellers may advertise STABIL products at any price in excess of the minimum advertised price
established by STABIL for such products.
11. Sale of STABIL products on any internet auction sites (eBay, eBid, etc.) is a violation of this Policy and
is not permitted.
12. Sale of STABIL products on any third‐party e‐commerce platform (Alibaba, Amazon, Buy.com, Google
Express, Jet.com, Newegg, Overstock, Rakuten, Sears, and Walmart, etc.) is not permitted unless
Reseller has been approved in writing by STABIL.
13. Advertising the bundling or inclusion of a free or discounted product (whether supplied by STABIL or
another manufacturer) with a STABIL product covered by this MAP Policy is a violation of this Policy
and is not permitted.
14. The MAP Policy does not apply to solely on premise or in‐store advertising that is not distributed to
customers.
15. From time to time, STABIL may implement promotions for products covered by the MAP Policy.
STABIL reserves the right to modify or suspend the MAP Policy at any time with respect to the
affected products. STABIL further reserves the right to adjust the MAP Policy with respect to all or
certain products at its sole discretion upon at least thirty (30) business days’ advance written
notice to Resellers.
16. This MAP Policy also applies to any activity which STABIL determines, in its sole discretion, is
designed or intended to circumvent the intent of this MAP Policy.
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17. In the event there is a violation of the MAP Policy, STABIL will take the following actions:
First Violation. Should a Reseller violate the MAP Policy and not correct the violation within 24
hours after being notified of the violation in writing by STABIL, the Reseller will be suspended from
acquiring STABIL products for thirty (30) days.
Second Violation. Should a Reseller commit a second violation, Reseller shall be suspended from
acquiring STABIL products for one hundred twenty (120) days.
Third Violation. Should a Reseller commit a third violation, (i) Reseller shall be suspended from
acquiring STABIL products for one (1) year after which time such Reseller would have to apply to
purchase STABIL products; and (ii) all unpaid balances outstanding to STABIL at the time of violation
shall become immediately due and payable.
STABIL reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to determine all violations of its MAP Policy and
further reserves the right to waive any violations of the MAP Policy in its sole discretion, provided,
however, that no such waiver shall be deemed or constitute a waiver of any subsequent violation(s)
and the resulting enforcement of the MAP Policy. Based on the severity of the violation, STABIL, at
its sole discretion, may escalate any infraction and its associated consequences to the level of a
third violation.
18. This MAP Policy is solely STABIL’s decision and responsibility. No employee or sales representative
of STABIL has any authority to discuss or modify this MAP Policy and any action of any person, which
claims to modify this MAP Policy or to solicit or obtain the agreement of any person to the MAP
Policy, is unauthorized and invalid. No oral communications about this Policy are authorized. The
foregoing MAP Policy and any MAP Policy product listing is subject to modification or discontinuance
by STABIL, in its sole and absolute discretion, at any time. Any action taken by STABIL under this MAP
Policy shall be without liability to STABIL.
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EXHIBIT A
PRICE LIST
(UPDATED OCTOBER 2019)
ITEM #

STABIL CODE

693409

WALK‐100‐01

693419

DESCRIPTION
STABILicers™ Walk

UPC

MSRP

MAP

WALK ‐ BLACK ‐ SMALL

038472315568

$24.95

$22.95

WALK‐100‐02

WALK ‐ BLACK ‐ MEDIUM

038472315575

$24.95

$22.95

693429

WALK‐100‐03

WALK ‐ BLACK ‐ LARGE

038472315582

$24.95

$22.95

693439

WALK‐100‐04

WALK ‐ BLACK ‐ XLARGE

038472315599

$24.95

$22.95

516495

WALK‐300‐01

WALK ‐ ORANGE ‐ SMALL

038472315506

$24.95

$22.95

516505

WALK‐300‐02

WALK ‐ ORANGE ‐ MEDIUM

038472315513

$24.95

$22.95

516515

WALK‐300‐03

WALK ‐ ORANGE ‐ LARGE

038472315520

$24.95

$22.95

516525

WALK‐300‐04

WALK ‐ ORANGE ‐ XLARGE

038472315537

$24.95

$22.95

236732

WALK‐200‐01

WALK ‐ BLUE ‐ SMALL

038472315230

$24.95

$22.95

236742

WALK‐200‐02

WALK ‐ BLUE ‐ MEDIUM

038472315247

$24.95

$22.95

236752

WALK‐200‐03

WALK ‐ BLUE ‐ LARGE

038472315254

$24.95

$22.95

236762

WALK‐200‐04

WALK ‐ BLUE ‐ XLARGE

038472315261

$24.95

$22.95

STABILicers™ Hike XP
207821

HIKEEXP‐750‐01

HIKE XP EXPLORER ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ SMALL

038472315117

$54.95

$49.95

207831

HIKEEXP‐750‐02

HIKE XP EXPLORER ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ MEDIUM

038472315124

$54.95

$49.95

207841

HIKEEXP‐750‐03

HIKE XP EXPLORER ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ LARGE

038472315131

$54.95

$49.95

207851

HIKEEXP‐750‐04

HIKE XP EXPLORER ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ XLARGE

019962078514

$54.95

$49.95

STABILicers™ Hike Macro
250011

MACRO‐750‐01

HIKE XP MACRO ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ SMALL

038472315315

$69.95

$62.95

250021

MACRO‐750‐02

HIKE XP MACRO ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ MEDIUM

038472315322

$69.95

$62.95

250031

MACRO‐750‐03

HIKE XP MACRO ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ LARGE

038472315339

$69.95

$62.95

250041

MACRO‐750‐04

HIKE XP MACRO ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ XLARGE

038472315346

$69.95

$62.95

STABILicers™ Maxx2
251861

MAXX2‐100‐001

MAXX2 ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ XSMALL

038472315360

$59.95

$53.95

251871

MAXX2‐100‐01

MAXX2 ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ SMALL

038472315377

$59.95

$53.95

251881

MAXX2‐100‐02

MAXX2 ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ MEDIUM

038472315384

$59.95

$53.95

251891

MAXX2‐100‐03

MAXX2 ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ LARGE

038472315391

$59.95

$53.95

251901

MAXX2‐100‐04

MAXX2 ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ XLARGE

038472315407

$59.95

$53.95

251911

MAXX2‐100‐05

MAXX2 ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ XXLARGE

038472315414

$59.95

$53.95

038472315681

$29.95

$26.95

STABILicers™ Heel
927615

HEEL‐700‐00

HEEL ‐ BLACK/GREEN

STABILicers™ Run
927610

RUN‐750‐001

RUN ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ XSMALL

038472315643

$49.95

$44.95

927611

RUN‐750‐01

RUN ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ SMALL

038472315650

$49.95

$44.95

927612

RUN‐750‐02

RUN ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ MEDIUM

038472315667

$49.95

$44.95

927613

RUN‐750‐03

RUN ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ LARGE

038472315674

$49.95

$44.95

207861

RUN‐750‐04

RUN ‐ GRAY/GREEN ‐ XLARGE

038472315155

$49.95

$44.95
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STABILicers™ Overshoes
700636

NEOS‐100‐001

OVERSHOE ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ XSMALL

712197006369

$120.00

$108.00

700637

NEOS‐100‐01

OVERSHOE ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ SMALL

712197006375

$120.00

$108.00

700638

NEOS‐100‐02

OVERSHOE ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ MEDIUM

712197006382

$120.00

$108.00

700639

NEOS‐100‐03

OVERSHOE ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ LARGE

712197006399

$120.00

$108.00

700640

NEOS‐100‐04

OVERSHOE ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ XLARGE

712197006405

$120.00

$108.00

700641

NEOS‐100‐05

OVERSHOE ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ XX‐LARGE

712197006412

$120.00

$108.00

212435

NEOS‐100‐06

OVERSHOE ‐ BLACK/YELLOW ‐ XXX‐LARGE

038472124351

$120.00

$108.00

STABIL Trekk
231571

TREKK‐100‐01

TREKK ‐ BLACK ‐ SMALL

038472315711

$29.95

$26.95

231572

TREKK‐100‐02

TREKK ‐ BLACK ‐ MEDIUM

038472315728

$29.95

$26.95

231573

TREKK‐100‐03

TREKK ‐ BLACK ‐ LARGE

038472315735

$29.95

$26.95

231574

TREKK‐100‐04

TREKK ‐ BLACK ‐ XLARGE

038472315742

$29.95

$26.95

STABIL Grippers
914999

GRIP‐100‐01

GRIPPERS ‐ BLACK ‐ SMALL

038472315605

$29.95

$26.95

915000

GRIP‐100‐02

GRIPPERS ‐ BLACK ‐ MEDIUM

038472315612

$29.95

$26.95

915001

GRIP‐100‐03

GRIPPERS ‐ BLACK ‐ LARGE

038472315629

$29.95

$26.95

915002

GRIP‐100‐04

GRIPPERS ‐ BLACK ‐ X‐LARGE

038472315636

$29.95

$26.95

235733

GRIP‐800‐01

GRIPPERS ‐ YELLOW ‐ SMALL

038472315162

$29.95

$26.95

235743

GRIP‐800‐02

GRIPPERS ‐ YELLOW ‐ MEDIUM

038472315179

$29.95

$26.95

235753

GRIP‐800‐03

GRIPPERS ‐ YELLOW ‐ LARGE

038472315186

$29.95

$26.95

235763

GRIP‐800‐04

GRIPPERS ‐ YELLOW ‐ XLARGE

038472315193

$29.95

$26.95

STABIL StripGrips™
280204

SGRIP‐800‐01

STRIPGRIP ‐ YELLOW/BLACK ‐ SMALL

038472315421

$39.95

$35.95

280214

SGRIP‐800‐02

STRIPGRIP ‐ YELLOW/BLACK ‐ MEDIUM

038472315438

$39.95

$35.95

280224

SGRIP‐800‐03

STRIPGRIP ‐ YELLOW/BLACK ‐ LARGE

038472315445

$39.95

$35.95

280234

SGRIP‐800‐04

STRIPGRIP ‐ YELLOW/BLACK ‐ XLARGE

038472315452

$39.95

$35.95

038472315100

$19.95

$17.95

POWDER STRAPS ‐ TOE

038472315209

$8.00

$8.00

POWDER STRAPS ‐ ANKLE

718122368822

$8.00

$8.00

STABIL™ Midcleat
024375

MID‐100‐00

MIDCLEAT

235783

STRAP‐100‐00

236882

STRAPANKL‐100‐00

693399

CLEAT‐25

30 CLEATS

038472315551

$6.00

$6.00

927618

CLEAT‐25B

30 BRASS CLEATS

096506276186

$8.00

$8.00

693349

CLEAT‐50

50 MAXX CLEATS

038472315544

$6.00

$6.00

250051

MACRO‐00‐00

MACRO CLEAT SET

038472315353

$19.95

$17.95

250001

T‐WRENCH

CLEAT WRENCH

038472315308

$9.95

$9.95

STABILicers™ PowderStrap

Replacement Cleats & Cleat Accessories
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STABIL StripGrip Replacement Pads™
280244

SGPAD‐01

STRIPGRIP PAD

038472315469

$9.95

$9.95

280254

SGPAD‐02

STRIPGRIP PAD

038472315476

$9.95

$9.95

280264

SGPAD‐03

STRIPGRIP PAD

038472315483

$9.95

$9.95

280274

SGPAD‐04

STRIPGRIP PAD

038472315490

$9.95

$9.95

MAP Pricing Annual Effective Dates: January 1 – December 31
STABIL MAP Pricing Promotional Periods – 25% off MSRP
November 25 – December 6, 2019
January 5 – January 11, 2020
Contact your account representatives for the latest information on MAP pricing
Implus Footcare, LLC ∙ 2001 T.W. Alexander Drive ∙ Durham, NC 27709‐3925 ∙ USA
(800) 446‐7587 / stabil.implus.com / BP@4implus.com
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